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Abstract—Computer software to calculate electron mobility with 
respect to different scattering mechanism has been developed. This 
software is adopted completely Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
technique and its interface has been designed by Microsoft Visual 
basic 6.0. As a case study the electron mobility of n-GaN was 
performed using this software. The behavior of the mobility for n-
GaN due to elastic scattering processes and its relation to temperature 
and doping concentration were discussed. The results agree with 
other available theoretical and experimental data. 

 
Keywords—Electron mobility, relaxation time, GaN, Scattering, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

N solid-state physics, the term carrier mobility refers in 
general to both electron and hole mobility in 

semiconductors. These parameters characterize how quickly 
an electron and/or hole can move through a metal or 
semiconductor when pulled by an electric field. It is play an 
important role for characterizing the transport of charged 
carriers and formulating the current in semiconductor devices. 
Carriers are able to flow more quickly in materials with higher 
mobility; since the speed of an electronic device is limited by 
the time it takes a carrier to move from one side to the other, 
devices composed of materials with higher mobility are able to 
achieve higher speeds. For this reason, it is useful to maximize 
the mobility of materials used [1]. 

A great deal of attention has been paid to these parameters 
and many authors have measured the carrier mobility for 
various III–V compounds by Hall Effect measurement 
technique [2], [3]. Efforts have also been focused on 
theoretical formulation of carrier mobility in semiconductors 
[4]. Researchers have been forced to manually go through the 
calculations if they want to know what the theoretically 
predicted mobility of a particular semiconductor is.  

This paper solves the problem by providing a Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) program which can specify various 
parameters to calculate the mobility. Also, in this study the 
electron mobility as a function of temperature for n-GaN has 
been calculated by using the program. Elastic scattering 
processes including acoustic phonon scattering (with the two 
modes deformation potential and piezoelectric), neutral 
impurity scattering and ionized impurity scattering are 
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considered in this study and its relation to temperature and 
doping concentration were discussed. 

II. THEORY 

The Mobility is determined by the rate of electrons which 
scattered by impurities and defects within the crystal structure 
of the semiconductor. This rate 1/τ (s−1) is the reciprocal of the 
relaxation time τ (s), the average time between collisions. The 
relaxation time can be adjusted to account for the varying 
degrees of scattering on any given collision. A simple model 
gives the approximate relation between scattering time and 
mobility by solving Boltzmann equation in the relaxation time 
approximation as [5]. 
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where, µ is the mobility, e is the electronic charge, �τ� is the 
average relaxation time over the electron energies and m* is 
the effective mass of the electron. The expressions of 
relaxation time and mobility caused by different scattering 
mechanisms are given in the following sections. 

A. Ionized Impurity Scattering 

The scattering due to electrostatic forces between the carrier 
and the ionized impurity centers depends on the interaction 
time and the number of impurities. Larger impurity 
concentrations result in a lower mobility [6]. The standard 
formula for calculating the average relaxation time is given by 
[7]. 
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where, f0 is the thermal equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution 
function and � is the static dielectric constant of the 
semiconductor (C2/Nm2). 

The mobility associated with the ionized impurity scattering 
is calculated as: 
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where y=(24εm* k2 T2)/(ℏ2 e2 n) , k is Boltzmann constant 
(m2kg/s2K), T is temperature (K), Ni is the concentration of 
the ionized impurities, ℏ is the Plank’s constant divided by 2π, 
n is the concentration of the carriers. 
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B. Neutral Impurity Scattering 

When an electron passes close to neutral atom, momentum 
is transferred through a process in which the free electrons 
exchange with a bound electron on the atom. The relaxation 
time is given by [8]. 
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where, a0 and Nn are the effective Bhor radius of donor and 
concentration of neutral impurities, respectively. 

The mobility associated with neutral impurity scattering is 
calculated as [9]. 
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C.  Acoustic Phonon (Deformation Potential Scattering) 

The acoustic mode lattice vibration induces changes in 
lattice spacing, which vary the band gap from point to point. 
Since the crystal deforms at these points, the potential is called 
deformation potential. The corresponding relaxation time is 
given by [10]. 
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where ρ is crystal density, s is average velocity of sound and 
E1 is deformation potential. 

The mobility associated with deformation potential 
scattering is calculated as 
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D.  Acoustic Phonon (Piezoelectric Scattering) 

Electrons can suffer scattering with piezoelectric mode of 
acoustic lattice vibrations. The corresponding relaxation time 
is given by [7]. 
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where, hpe is the piezoelectric constant and � is the dielectric 
constant. 

The mobility associated with piezoelectric potential 
scattering is calculated as 
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Finally, the drift mobility estimate by using Matthessen's 

rule [5]. 
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III. PROPOSED COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

According to the previous theoretical treatments, computer 
software has been developed to calculate electron mobility 
with respect to different scattering mechanism. This software 

is adopted completely Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
technique for operating in various windows-based 
microcomputers. The software interface has been designed 
using by Microsoft Visual basic 6.0. It is based on the flow 
chart as in Fig. 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Flow chart of the software 
 
After run the software, the GUI main form will bring up, 

which should look like as Fig. 2. User need to input material 
parameters under consideration into the corresponding text 
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boxes on the upper left and variables such as carrier 
concentrations and temperature whether a single value or 
range of values on the lower left. User have the choice to 
calculate the electron mobility with respect one or more 
electron scattering mechanism on the upper right. The outputs 
electron mobility will be shown on the lower right. User can 
export output data in MS Excel format and plot the electron 
mobility verse temperature. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Main form of the software 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Using previous software, Calculations of the electron 
mobility were carried out using the parameters of n-GaN at 
different temperature including different types of scattering 
mechanisms such as ionized impurity, neutral impurity and 
acoustic phonon via deformation potential and piezoelectric 
potential scattering. The parameters used in the calculations 
are shown in Table I. Also, input in the software the ionized 
impurity concentration, carrier density and neutral impurities 
equal to 6x1020 m-3, 6x1010 m-3 and 6x1020 m-3, respectively. 

Fig. 3shows the mobility versus temperature for n-GaN in a 
temperature range from 10 K to 400 K for different types of 
scattering mechanisms. From the graph it is seen that 
calculations explored the behavior of the mobility due to 
elastic scattering processes by ionized impurity, neutral 
impurity, acoustic phonon deformation potential and acoustic 
piezoelectric individually.  

 
 
 

TABLE I 
THE MATERIAL PARAMETERS OF GAN COMPOUNDS USED IN CALCULATIONS 

Parameter Symbol value Unit Reference 

Effective mass m* 0.22 m0 Kg [11], [12] 
Static dielectric 

constant 
� 10.4 �0 C2/Nm2 [13], [14] 

Mass density ρ 6100 Kg/m3 [15], [16] 
Velocity of sound s 6590 m/s [15], [13] 

Acoustic deformation 
potential 

E1 1.47x10-18 J [14], [17] 

Piezoelectric 
coefficient 

hpe 0.5 C/m3 [18], [19] 

 
The mobility due to ionized impurities increased by 

increasing of temperature while that due to acoustic lattice 
vibrations decreased by raising the temperature. These results 
agree well with the general concepts recorded in the literatures 
for this system or other like III-V systems [20]. The mobility 
due to piezoelectric acoustic phonon scattering is noticed to be 
greater than that of deformation potential. Also, one can 
observe that the curve of mobility due to acoustic phonons is 
close to the curve of deformation potential scattering at higher 
temperatures and this may lead to ignoring the effect of the 
piezoelectric mode of acoustic phonons at high temperatures 
[21]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 The mobility versus temperature for n-GaN at different 
types of scattering mechanisms 

 
The neutral impurity scattering process is a temperature 

independent and then the mobility associated to it is expected 
to be a constant through the material under consideration as 
shown in fig this agrees to the conclusions made by R. Karthik 
et al [9]. 

Fig. 4 shows the behavior of the electron drift mobility in 
temperature range at different doping concentration. We 
regarded that the electron concentration equals to impurity 
concentration. Because of this we took into account screening 
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by free carriers [22], [23]. From this figure, one can observe 
that as temperature increases the mobility increases until have 
a peak value ( at low temperature) then mobility decreases (at 
high temperature). Also As impurity concentration increases 
the peak value of mobility decreases. These results agree well 
with that obtained by J. Kundu et al. [24]. The results obtained 
from Figs. 1 and 2 let one to notice that the ionized impurity 
scattering probably could be the dominant scattering process 
that may present in this system. 

Fig. 5 shows the calculated electron drift mobility as a 
function of carrier concentrations at 100 K, 200 K, 300 K and 
400 K. The electron drift mobility decreases as the material 
becomes more doped. The decrease of the electron mobility 
when the material becomes more doped is probably explained 
due to large ionized impurity scattering which limits the 
electron mobility particularly at low temperatures. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents development of computer software to 
calculate electron mobility with respect to different scattering 
mechanism such as ionized impurity, neutral impurity and 
acoustic phonon via deformation potential and piezoelectric 
potential scattering. This software is adopted completely GUI 
technique to help researchers to predicted mobility by just 
input the parameters of a particular semiconductor and to 
study of the behavior of mobility at range of temperature or 
carrier concentration which useful to maximize the mobility of 
materials used.  

We have been used the software to calculate the electron 
mobility for n-GaN as a case study and test the outputs of the 
software. By using the results output from the software, the 
behavior of the mobility for GaN due to elastic scattering 
processes by ionized impurity, neutral impurity, acoustic 
phonon deformation potential and acoustic piezoelectric 
individually were discussed. Also, the drift electron mobility 
as a function of temperature and doping concentration were 
discussed. Drift mobility of the electrons in the system was 
found to be diminished by lowering down the temperature 
while by decreasing the impurity doping density the drift 
mobility was noticed to be increased. This may be due to the 
effect of the ionized impurity scattering with electrons in the 
material. The ionized impurity scattering probably could be 
the dominant elastic scattering process that may present in 
such system. Overall the results agree quite satisfactorily with 
the published theoretical and experimental results [10], [25]. 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4 The electron drifts mobility in temperature range at different 

doping concentration 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 The electrons drift mobility in doping concentration range at 
different temperature  
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